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Dear Readers,
I personally share the interest of the whole Editorial Team and the AIPC Board for this
number of our journal completely dedicated to a field trip in Abruzzo.
As you can understand from the story, it was a very interesting trip, not only for our
beloved Pinguicula but for Abruzzo in general: the breathtaking beauty of the landscapes
and parks, the cities, the small villages and the people.
Unfortunately, this is also a wounded land, struck by devastating earthquakes, such as the
April 6, 2009 earthquake, that struck L’Aquila with a magnitude of 6.3 causing 309 victims
and the most recent one, that would have hit central Italy on August 24th 2016, only three
months after our visit, with a magnitude of 6.0 and 299 victims!
Almost 7 years after the 2009 earthquake, L’Aquila was still covered by tarpaulins of
thousands construction sites and there was still a lot to do. After the terrible earthquake
swarm of 2016, we have thought to dedicate an entire magazine to this beautiful region and
start a fundraising through the sale of this journal in Italy and abroad. This was certainly
a spontaneous, symbolic almost dutiful act, immediately shared by the Board and all the
members of AIPC.
AIPC has decided to donate the funds collected to the population of Campotosto, a
village in Abruzzo that has the sad record of having been near the epicentres of the worst
earthquakes that have recently struck central Italy. The AIPC members will receive a free
copy of our magazine as usual. Those who want to make a donation can do it directly from
our website or personally at the annual AIPC meeting.
Before leaving you to the reading, I would like to thank all those who collaborated,
provided information on the places we explored, and those who shared the images of the
plants that we were not able to find or that were not in bloom, making the work more
beautiful and complete. A special thank goes to Graziano Fiocca, our graphic designer, who
always makes exceptional journals with passion and good taste. Thanks to him, the AIPC
Magazine is one of most appreciated journal on carnivorous plants also by international
readers.
Enjoy the reading
Maurizio Saroldi

Guidelines for the authors
Only typed articles are accepted. It is recommended to make use of a standard word processor (either for PC or for Mac) avoiding fancy characters or
styles. As an indication, each page should consist of about 3000 characters
(including spacings).The utmost care should be taken in producing high quality
colour slides to accompany the article.
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Monografia

Carnivorous field trip in
Abruzzo: more than just
butterworts

By Gabriele Basso
Photos by Author and Maurizio Saroldi

The following is a report by Gabriele Basso who visited Abruzzo in
2016 together with Maurizio Saroldi. Abruzzo is a marvellous region
both from the cultural and the environmental point of view. It is
particularly rich in Pinguicula which can be found there in three different species: P. vulgaris subsp. vulgaris (and two subspecies, P. vulgaris
subsp. ernica and P. vulgaris subsp. vestina), the endemic P. fiorii and P.
vallis-regiae. Just across the regional border the author has also found P.
vulgaris subsp. anzalonei.
Unfortunately Abruzzo has been hit by terrible earthquakes in recent years with a high toll in human lives. The proceeds of the sale of
this issue will be donated to the population of Campotosto, a village
that has the sad record of having been near the epicentre of the worst
earthquakes that have recently hit central Italy. For donations visit our
website: www.aipcnet.it.

Prologue
A “carnivorous field trip” a year is necessary, we need it, and failing is like a wasted
opportunity. Therefore, in the spring of
2016, Gabriele and I were talking about the
destination. I had a few days off work at the
beginning of June, not enough to go abroad,
so we decided to focus on Italy.
Our previous explorations: Liguria,
Lombardy, Trentino, Friuli, Sardinia, Campania and, repeatedly, Tuscany. What about
Abruzzo? We had never been there, neither
for carnivorous plants nor for other reasons.
The region is rich in butterworts: three
species (P. vulgaris and the endemic P. fiorii
and P. vallis-regiae) and two subspecies of
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P. vulgaris (P. vulgaris subsp. ernica and P.
vulgaris subsp. vestina), and just beyond the
border of the region, P. vulgaris subsp. anzalonei; some of these plants are little known
and are subjects of debate among botanists.
Moreover, Abruzzo is a wonderful land,
rich in art, culture, traditions, aspects that,
besides the naturalistic ones, we always love
to consider in our excursions.
...That’s our final destination! Let’s enjoy
the journey!
Maurizio Saroldi

On Gran Sasso
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Our first stop, despite the article focus on
Abruzzo, will be in Lazio (a neighbouring
region), on the southern slope of the Simbruini Mountains. Here, nearby the town
of Subiaco, grows a butterwort related to
Pinguicula vulgaris, recently described as a
subspecies: Pinguicua vulgaris subsp. anzalonei.
As often happens we don’t have the exact
GPS data of the site but comparing the information recorded on the publication with
local cartography and topography we can
identify it with a certain confidence.
Past Subiaco we continue along a dirt
road following the path of the Aniene River which at this point is still a fresh and
uproarious creek completely unaware that
it’s young waters, once reached Tivoli, will
be tamed and turned into the hundreds jets
of the beautiful fountains in the Ippolito
d’Este villa.
Carrying on along the creek the valley

on our side is wide and sunny while on the
other side there are inviting and shady limestone walls. We keep driving on Maurizio’s
Fiat Punto hoping to find some dripping
walls on our side so that we won’t be forced
to cross the Aniene.
For a few minutes our side seems dry and
inhospitable but behind a bend on the road,
we spot a slope shimmering with water and
algae.
As expected that’s exactly where we find
the butterwort!
We sprang out of the car, looked quickly
around and then focused our attention on
spotting flowers. We are aware to be quite
late for the Pinguicula vulgaris subsp. anzalonei blooming, for it happens in May, but
we still hope for some lingering corollas.
Despite the freshness of the valley and its
waters, the low altitude (490 m) and the
advanced season play against us: the entire
population of these plants presents pods in
development. Mau spots a purple flower
some two-three meters higher and quickly

P. vulgaris subsp. anzalonei

P. vulgaris subsp. anzalonei
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P. vulgaris subsp. anzalonei

Pinguicula vulgaris subsp.
anzalonei
F. Conti & Peruzzi

climbs like a pro up the slope, slippery
because of the mushy limestone. Unfortunately the flower is in critical conditions and
as soon as Mau touches it to take a picture
it comes off the stem and lays limp on the
algae and Cyanobacteria bed.
We allow for a half hour to take pictures
of this population here and then we get back
on the car and press on. From there on, for
about a hundred meters, on the side of the
road we spot limestone walls rich in humi-

dity and moss, almost completely covered in
maidenhair ferns and butterworts. Every so
often a particularly interesting small clump
of these plants or a beautiful specimen
catches our eyes and we stop to capture
them on camera. Beyond the Lentibulariaceae other plants deserve our attention: the
columbine flowers, the orchids (Gymnadenia conopsea, Dactylorhiza maculata subsp.
saccifera) and last but not least the delicious
fruits of the wild strawberries!

On the left: Dactylorhiza maculata subsp. saccifera
On the right: Gymnadenia conopsea
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This subspecies of P. vulgaris was published by Fabio Conti and Lorenzo Peruz¬zi
in 2006 on “Annales Botanici Fennici”. The
subspecific epithet was chosen in honor of
Prof. Bruno Anzalone (1921-2007), who
first hypothesized this plant had peculiar
features which differentiated it from the
nominal species. The flower is similar to P.
vulgaris subsp. vulgaris one, but it differs
from the latter in having a more open corolla (angle ca. 90-120° between lower and
upper lip) with an evident whitish V-shaped
dot which ends in the central part of the
lower median lobe near a purple spot, and
the lower lip calyx which is often trilobe.
Distribution and habitat
It is known just one site in the Simbruini Mountains (Lazio) where it grows on
dripping walls and where two main
populations can be identified, at
an altitude of ca. 500 m a.s.l.
Phenology
It is a perennial plant
that vegetates approximately from April to
August, usually it flowers in the first half
of May. It overcomes
the winter producing
hibernacula.
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Capsule
Photo S. Scifoni (June 2011)

Description

P. vulgaris subsp. anzalonei
Photo G. Pandeli (early May 2013)
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The rosette, adpressed to the ground, is made up of 5-6 yellowish-green obovate-oblong
leaves, up to 3.4 cm long and up to 1.2 cm wide, with obtuse tip and more or less involute
margins. The flower is up to 2.4 cm long (including spur). The corolla is violet. The upper
lip has two nearly identical lobes with rounded tip; the larger lower lip, has a longer median
lobe, up to 7.2 mm, with a purple spot and a whitish “V” -shaped dot that continues inside
the throat. The lobes are not overlapping. Light with hairs are present on the throat. The
spur, up to 6.5 mm long, is violet and slightly curved
downwards.
AIPC
MagazineCapsule
49 - 11 is ovoid and
seeds are elliptic.

P. vulgaris subsp. anzalonei
Photo G. Pandeli (early May 2013)
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Satisfied by the first part of our expedition we continue north-east toward the
Simbruini Mountains.
Along the road, on a massive limestone
wall dominating the valley, is nested the
Benedictine’s Monastery of Sacro Speco. I
had hoped to see the bizantine frescoes and
the alleged first representation of S. Francis
of Assisi but I was heartbroken to find the
gate closed. Since the journey ahead of
us was still long, we couldn’t wait for the
opening hours and, instead, decided to we
reluctantly skip this historical-artistic stage
and we head in advance to the following
botanical-naturalistic one which is just over
the edge of the regional border, finally inside
Abruzzo: the waterfall
of Zompo lo Schioppo on the Ernici
Mountains.
When I say “just
over the edge”,
that means: to
ascend
slowly
the hairpin bends of the high
Aniene
valley
through neverending woods ,
to employ more
than an hour for
climbing up a
small mountain
road up to 1600
meters of of the
Serra Sant’Antonio pass, to find
a closure sign for
dangerous road
just on the pass,
to
understand
that going back
to find a way around would mean losing the
whole day, to decide reckessly to ignore the
danger sign and continue along vertiginous

Anacamptis pyramidalis and bellflowers

clefts on a cracked road littered with fallen
boulders like meteorites.
AIPC Magazine 49 - 13

Fear of dying under a boulder
notwithstanding, the landscape on this side
is breathtaking: a small quiet road winding
down the valley through a wood of twisted
beeches and down at the bottom the view,
the mirage f the wide Fucino Plane. After
endless hairpin turns we finally meet a
car
coming up the opposite
way from our laryngings
gushes in unison a jubilation song.
We reach Zompo lo
Schioppo around midafternoon. It’s a natural
preserve founded in 1987
on the north-east side of

The impressive waterfall of
Zompo lo Schioppo
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the Ernici Mountains. It’s famous for a magnificent karst feature: a majestic waterfall
around 80 meters high (one of the highest
on the Apennines) which originates from a
crack in the mountain wall.
What makes the site even more interesting to our eyes is the growth, right at the
foot of the waterfall, of Pinguicula vulgaris
subsp. ernica: a taxon attested exclusively
in this place and photographed by very few
people.
From the information we have it seems
that the butterwort grows exactely at the
base of the magnificent waterfall, which is
already visible from a few kilometers away
in the valley.

We study the map and the area
and decide the search shouldn’t
be too hard (since we are already
very close to the waterfall): we
just need to follow the creek for
a few hundred meters to reach
the natural amphitheatre of the
waterfall.
We start following a well marked touristic path up the valley.
It’s a beautiful walk with water
dripping everywhere on our
left. Along the walk we spot the
unmistakable green flowered
orchid: Listera ovata.
At the entrance of the rocky
amphitheatre the path turns
suddenly towards the valley. The
only way to reach the high walls
from where the water jumps
to the bottom seems to be following the creek. Unfortunately,
this time of year, its waters are
high and rough.
We stop for a while exploring
other options, checking for ways
to cross the creek safely, but
there seems to be no other way.
This is extremely frustrating: the
waterfall is right in front of us,
some 50-100 meters, but we can’t reach it.
We don’t give up anyway and we decide to
try climbing up a slope hoping to find a way
through on the highest part of the walls.
It’s a very rough climb with poor visibility
since the thick undergrowth makes it really
challenging to keep track in which direction
we are moving in. We are tired and sweated,
in front of us there seems to be only inaccessible rocks and no sign of a path. As our last
chance, Maurizio decides to call our friends
Giulio Pandeli and Filippo Tassara who
might have precious information: Giulio
knows the place and Filippo saw the butterworts here some years before. But, alas,
we have to throw in the towel: we learn that

Listera ovata

a landslide has destroyed the path leading
to the waterfall. It’s almost sundown and,
with a heavy hearth, we walk our way back
to the car.
We reach the town of Pescasseroli for the
night. It’s a rather big town with Art Nouveau cottages and touristic hotels, but now
it looks like a ghost town. We drive around
almost half an hour before finding an open
restaurant.
After dinner we drive back to our hotel,
a sort of a big and secluded cabin, along
lonely and desert streets only populated by
huge stray Abruzzese sheperd dogs; maybe
I’ve read too many Stephen King’s novels
but this is quite disconcerting…
AIPC Magazine 49 - 15

Pinguicula vulgaris subsp.
ernica
F. Conti & Peruzzi
P. vulgaris subsp. ernica
Photo S. Scivola (late May 2014)

This subspecies of P. vulgaris was published by Fabio Conti and Lorenzo Peruzzi
in 2006 on “Annales Botanici Fennici”. The
subspecific epithet comes from
Ernici Mountains, of which
it is an endemism. The
flower is similar to
P. vulgaris subsp.
vestina one, but if
differs from the latter
in having different sizes
of some flower elements (for
example smaller calyx, up to 2.8
mm, with a shorter upper lip), larger
and fusiform seeds and the corolla which
appears more open (ca. 70-90° between the
lower and upper lip).
Distribution and habitat
It is known just one population at
the base of the Zompo lo Schioppo
waterfall, in the Ernici Mountains, at
an altitude of 730 m a.s.l. Here the
plants grow on dripping an mossy
(Cratoneuron sp.) walls.
Phenology
It is a perennial plant that
vegetates approximately from
April to August, it flowers
from May to June. It overcomes the winter producing
hibernacula.
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P. vulgaris subsp. ernica
Photo S. Scivola (late May 2014)

Description
The rosette, adpressed tothe ground, is made up of 5-6 yellowish-green obovate-oblong leaves,
up to 5.5 cm long and up to 1.9 cm wide, with more or less involute margins. The flower is up to
2.2 cm long (including spur). The corolla is light violet, the lower lip is pinkish-white with white
hairs and with a longitudinal yellowish stripe. The upper lip has two nearly identical lobes with
rounded tip; the lower lip is larger,and it has a longer median lobe, up to 5 mm. The lobes are not
averlapping. Light with hairs are present on the throat. The spur, up to 6 mm long, is slightly
curved downwards and it has the same violet colour as the corolla. Capsule is ovoid and seeds are
fusiform.

The next morning a clear blue sky transfigures every gloomy impression of the
previous night: green pastures surrounded
by beautiful mountains kissed by the sun,
birds chirping happily …also the stray dogs
seem almost cute in the morning light!
We are in the heart of the Abruzzo, Lazio
and Molise National Park. It’s one of the
oldest in Italy, founded in 1923. It shelters
many rare and precious species: most notably the wolf, the Apennine’s chamois, and
the Mariscan brown bear. Many signs on the
roads worn us about the danger of hitting a
bear! It seems funny considering how rare
and shy these animals are… maybe at night,
in winter times, you might really find one of
these beasts hitchhiking on the road!
We are heading to the Camosciara Reserve, not to spot the chamois (especially
because at this time of the year they are on
the upper mountain walls) but to find the
very rare botanical species that populate the
valley: the endemic Pinguicula vallis-regiae
and Cypripedium caleolus, the famous lady’s-

slipper orchid.
We have very accurate information about
the plant’s location. Unless we stumble
upon another creek that we can not cross,
we should have good chances to succeed in
our hunt for plants.
We leave the car at the main parking lot
at the park’s entrance and we start walking
across the valley on foot. The path is flat
and cuts through green young grasslands
coloured by flowers and here and there is
dotted by some small beech woods. On our
left a small creek and, in front of us, at the
end of the valley the limestone peaks of the
Camosciara. In short, even regardless of the
botanical interest that leads us, the beauty of
this landscape is worth the visit alone!
But let’s go back to the plants: Cypripedium calceolus has very big and coloured
flowers, showy like those of tropical orchids.
This features led to an unruled poaching
resulting in the extinction of the species in
many locations. In Italy it can be found on
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the Alps but it’s still a rare encounter and
it’s strictly protected, but the few relict
populations here in Abruzzo are really an
exceptional unicum! On the Alps where it’s
said to be more common it is not so easy to
find and I have never found more than one
specimen at a time.
In the weeks before our excursion I throughly researched the
exact location of the lady’sslipper in the Camosciara. In particular the
coordinates provi-

ded by my dear friend Marco Pezzotta were
really helpful and pointed Maurizio and me
to the location we are exploring now.
Full of expectations we head towards the
stream that here winds between rocks, meadows, bushes and light woods. The orchid
should be in full blooming and therefore
easy to spot. Seeing nothing we push on
along the water stream. While we are looking around for the orchid Maurizio calls
my attention to a small grassy island in the
creek bed where I immediately spot some
yellowish green starlike plants, the inequivocabile rosettes of my dear butterworts:
Pinguicula vallis-regiae is there!
The specimens in this po-

pulation are just a few but they are large and
well developed. Some are even blossoming!
Observing the flowers more carefully we
notice that the corolla is purple/lilac with
a sort of whitish ring toward the throat.
Petals are relatively narrow and the corolla
has a long and straight spur. These features,
together with shape and color of the leaves
and the habitat, make these species very
similar to those P. christinae often seen in
our mountains in Tuscany.
We push on along the creek toward the
spring; our friend Giulio told us of another
couple of locations where we should have
good chances to find the butterworts toward
the foot of the mountains where the creeks

flows faster and stronger. Still, don’t forget
that we have first to spot the rare Cypripedium.
So, after about fifty meters, we go again
into the grove and, a few steps later, we meet
a small cage made of wooden poles and wire
net. Inside there’a a small plant with oval leaves with parallel veins: that’s Cypripedium!
It is a young not blooming plant; the view is
quite disappointing but obviously the rarity
of this species deserves a similar protective

La Camosciara
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P. vallis-regiae

architecture.
We search its surroundings and finally we
are rewarded with a beautiful specimen in
full bloom. It’s really pretty, with its swollen
labella like bright yellow hot-air-balloons,
crowned by dark purple tepals. Looking
closely at the labellum, we make the comparison with the pitcher structure of some
carnivorous plants, though the trap in this
case is merciful and provides the insect with
a way, albeit forced, to escape.
After taking as many pictures as possible
of this specimen we move forward. It must
be our lucky day because we find another
beautiful plant quite soon after the previous
one. We eagerly point our cameras to this
new specimen before moving forward again.
Soon after we find the most beautiful plant
so far: its pendulous flowers are mirroring
in the stream and seem to draw into the

transparent waters, giving us an unforgettable vision! I won’t bother you, reader, with
the description of every single specimen
we encountered, with our happiness and
the thousands pictures we took, so let’s go
one hundred meter upstream toward the
waterfalls.
Here the valley becomes steep and the
beech wood thicker. The undergrowth is
mulched by the beech leaves that allow for a
very scarce growth of any plant, one of the
few exceptions is Corallorhiza trifida. We
meet a British botanist, with his macro lens,
taking pictures of this plant.
On a small waterfall, on a limestone wall
covered with saxifrages, we spot numerous
butterwort’s rosettes. That’s a nice glance,
even if these plants are even earlier in their
flowering cycle compared to the ones we
found further down in the valley.

Cypripedium calceolus, in the oval an insect
trapped in the labellum
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Unfortunately from here starts
the strict Reserve so we are not
allowed to explore the sorroundings and we are forced to turn
around and backtrack on our
steps. We meet the British botanist again and we stop to talk
with him. He tells that he’s also
looking for the lady’s slipper orchid but he doesn’t know where
to find it. Going back toward the
car we take him to the Cypripedium site along the creek where
we spotted it… o this is clearly
his lucky day, too!
After lunch we decide to
explore a small valley above the
town of Pescasseroli. On the

P. vallis-regiae
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Pinguicula vallis-regiae
F. Conti & Peruzzi

P. vallis-regiae
Photo G. Pandeli (mid June 2011)

This species was published by Fabio Conti and Lorenzo Peruzzi in 2006 on “Annales
Botanici Fennici”. Its name comes from the
Alta Valle del Sangro that in the Middle
Ages was called Vallis Regiae. Initially it
was identified by Casper (1966) and Tammaro & Pace (1987) as P. reichembachiana
altought theur flowers are very different flowers. Moreover, while P. reichembachiana
is a heterophyllous species (i.e. the summer
leaves are different from the vernal ones), P.
vallis-regiae is a homophyllous species. It is
known just from the type location
in the Camosciara and for
this reason it is considered to be in critical
danger.
Distribution
and habitat
It is endemic
to the Camosciara, where it
grows at an altitude of ca. 1000 m
a.s.l, mainly on limestone
and dripping walls, but also on
wet meadows.
Phenology
It is a perennial species that vegetates approximately from April to August, it flowers
from May to June. It overcomes the winter
producing hibernacula.
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P. vallis-regiae
Photo G. Pandeli (mid June 2011)

Description
The rosette, adpressed to the ground, is made up of 4-9 yellowish-green obovate-oblong
to lanceolate leaves, up to 7.2 cm long and up to 1.8 cm wide, with involute margins. It
produces up to 4 flower scapes, up to 17 cm long, green and verging to violet near the flower.
The flower, up to 3.2 cm long (including spur) is light violet. The upper lobes are oblong
with rounded tip, the lower lobes are longer (up to 9 mm) than wide, with the central one
much larger (up to 11 mm), light violet and white at the base (the central one sometimes
has darker veins). The lobes are not overlapping. The throat has a light coloured with light
purple veins and whitish hairs. The spur, up to 12 mm long, is straight or slightly curved
downwards and it has the same violet colour as the corolla; sometimes it has a slightly bifid
tip. Capsule is pyriform and seeds are elliptic with reticulate surface.
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map it seems the perfect place for a high
altitude botanical survey; but the small dirt
road leading to the top of the mountains,
unfortunately, after just one kilometre into
the valley becomes more and more impassable. We shoot pictures to some colourful

computer generated: beautiful silver branches against a canopy of red leaves on the
ground. We can’t resist the urge to shoot
some pictures.
After a while we reach a pass and the landscape suddenly changes turning into wide
bright grass pastures covered in flowers and
billowing weeds.
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polygala plants and some Red Wood ants’
nests on the side of the road. Once we are
done with the photos we decide to skip this
unplanned excursion and go straight to our
next stop: the Maiella mountain.
The beech woods we are driving through have colours so beautiful they seem

imagination more than a book by Salgari.
The place is pretty and picturesque but it
doesn’t live up to what I had pictured in my
mind (is there anything that can compete
with a child’s imagination though?) and I
also have to come to terms with my acrophobia that has grown bigger together with
my age. We spend there about an hour
before driving on towards the town
of Popoli, with its worn down
castle nested up on the northwest slopes of the Maiella
mountains.
Short
anecdote of local
flavour (vegan readers
can skip ahead): Mau
and I found out
that Popoli is famous for its river shrimps

which we enjoyed in copious quantities for
dinner that night. Since in our region the
fresh water shrimps are rare and protected,
we ask the restaurant owner where they get
their supplies (here’s a good one for km0
enthusiasts!) and we find out the Popoli’s
restaurants get their shrimps
from Turkish breeding
farms. But the man swears the taste is exactly
the same as the local
shrimps!
The
hotel
where we are
staying has
a modern
look and
offers

Since the sun is still up in the sky and we
have time, we decide to make a detour to go
on pilgrimage to the Sagittarious’ Gorges.
This incredible place was described on my
old and worn-out copy of Reader’s Digest
“Splendore della natura in Italia” (Italy’s
natural wonder), as a child I used to look
at those photos and they would capture my
AIPC Magazine
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the famous “international breakfast”.
Perhaps not completely satisfied by our
dinner based on arthropods, we tasted
everything (and more), from scrambled eggs
with bacon to cappuccino and jam croissants, excusing ourselves with the fact that
today we have to face a long and tiring hike
on the slopes of Maiella Mountains.
This is it: this morning’s program includes
a trip to the Orfento valley where it is possible to find one of the best known stations
of Pinguicula.
The location is very famous because it is
situated along the path that leads to the inaccessible hermitage of San Giovanni, shelter
of that Pietro da Morrone who, according
to Dante Alighieri, made “for cowardice
the great refusal”. The site, although far and
impervious, is rather well known with well
marked paths that lead to it. Still, for our
security we decide to go to the information
center of the park to communicate our
presence in the park for the day and to find
maps and information.
The news, however, are not entirely encouraging: the dirt road which on the map
clearly leads to the mouth of the trail, in
reality seems to be very damaged and accessible only with a four wheel drive, which,
for us, means walking a 7/8 kilometers long
(on a slope!) before being able to reach the
actual path. This fact is quite annoying and
in the end we deliberate on driving as much
as we can along the dirt road to spare us a
few hours of walking.
So, here we are on the poor Punto Evo
ready to ride up along the valley: there are
no signs and a couple of times we have to go
back to find the right path, which already
looks like a mountain sheep-trail.
We find two shepherds resting: we ask
them if we are on the right track. They say
we are but they also warn us that we cannot
climb up there with this car (ugh!). After
this they offer to share with us some salami
and two glasses of wine: we accept salami
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Ophrys bertolonii subsp. bertolonii
Cephalanthera longifolia

Neottia nidus-avis

Ophrys apifera
The car protagonist of the trip

Ophrys holosericea subsp. dinarica
Himantoglossum adriaticum

but when Maurizio says that we don’t drink,
their friendly conviviality is obscured for a
moment by a veil of atavistic mistrust.
We thank them and bid our farewells.
Ignoring their suggestions we decide to continue with our dountless Punto even though
we drive at walking speed and every fifty
meters we stop to take pictures.
After passing the woods at the bottom of
the valley, the road now runs through beautifully coloured meadows where we find lots
of orchids including the strange fly orchids
Ophrys holosericea subsp. dinarica, Ophrys
bertolonii subsp. bertolonii, Ophrys apifera
and the equally eccentric Himantoglossum
adriaticum, whose labellum looks like a
ribbon curled by the wind.
As we go higher up on the mountain the
landscape opens up more and more and
becomes more majestic with every bend of
the road. After every bend Mau begs me
to ditch the car and continue on foot but
naturally I try to push further to yet another
bend. Ultimately we start feeling the car
skidding on the rocks of the road (plus the
smell of burning clutch) and we realise we
can’t drive any further.
We park the car on the side of the road
and we continue on foot. Judging from
the maps we are lucky and we shouldn’t be
more than 1km from the start of the path.
Looking back towards the valley where we
came from it’s clear that we saved ourselves
a lot of trouble by driving to here instead of
walking the whole way.
After a walk through some pasture fields
we enter the beech wood where finally we
find the sign of the hiking path leading up
to the Hermitage of San Giovanni. At the
beginning the path is flat and a nice glade in
the woods entertains us with its multicolored show: the blue flowers of un unknown
kind of gentian (who knows, maybe a rare
endemism), the yellow flowers or purple
(depending on of the plant) of Dactylorhiza
sambucina, the pure white with a splash of
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yellow of the Cephalanthera longifolia. Then,
suddently, the wood and the path dive down
one of the slopes of the Orfento valley.
The trees block our view but the steep
slope of the path hints to deep gorges
at the end of the wood. We proceed on a
thick monochromatic carpet of beech leaves
that allows only a few plants to thrive and
grow as Cephalanthera damasonium and the
saprophyte Neottia nidus-avis. Finally, at the
end of a long canyon, we start to see more
light seeping through.
If you find yourself within a dark wood
and all of a sudden, looking up, see the
light, you will most certainly (unless you’re
lemur) feel relieved. But right now the light
is coming through in between your feet and
the subversion of the usual laws is enough to
move, somewhere inside you, a little alarm
bell.
Trying to keep our cool and rational we
understand that the wood is giving way to
the bare rock of the mountain’s side sloping
vertiginously to the valley. Without thinking too much about the gorge underneath
us we push forward trusting that that will be

specie easily distinguishable from the P.
vallis-regiae that we encountered yesterday.
And here again we can’t avoid pointing out
the strong similarities of P. fiorii with a species growing far away from here, namely P.
apuana from Tuscany.
After paying homage devoutly to these
butterworts we decide to continue the path
hoping to find more populations and, if
possible, to reach the Celestino V’s cave
hermitage. Very soon the path completely
sheds its shielding canopy exposing us to a
beautiful and majestic view on a landscape
that would fit into a passage described by
Dante.

When the trail turns 90 degrees behind
a boulder like it’s inviting us to jump into
the void, my legs just stop answering my
commands and refuse to move forward.
Maurizio tries to reassure me that on the
rocky step there’s enough space to go
through safely (about a meter) but it’s clear
to me that the ratio between the width of
the passage and the depth of the ravine underneath us tends toward the same value as
the amount of my courage: an absolute zero!
My legs have completely lost their solid state
and refuse to cooperate. There’s just nothing
else to do or say: “ciao ciao Hermitage of
San Giovanni!”.

the best habitat for P. fiorii. After just a few
steps we spot some limestone outcropss that
further down becomes a promising concave
wall dripping with water. Without even
looking too long, at the base of the wall,
right next to the path, on a small mound of
debris covered in moss, we are welcomed by
a multitude of purple flowers.
Finally this is what I call a good blossoming of butterworts! We reward ourselves
with a long stop here to observe the plants:
the first thing we notice right away is that
this population has a law variability in its
flowers: they have all the same shape, color
and dimensions and only in some rare occasions we find some monstrosity like flowers
with overabundant petals.
The dark purple color of the corolla with
darkest shadows at the throat makes this
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P. fiorii
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Pinguicula fiorii
Tammaro & Pace
This species was published in 1987 by
Fernando Tammaro and Loretta Pace on “
Informatore botanico italiano”. The specific
epithet was chosen in memory of Adriano
Fiori (1865-1950), illustrious scholar of
Italian flora. Initially it had been identified
as P. reichembachiana (from which it is actually very different). Then Casper, in 1962,
studying some specimens collected on the
Maiella massif, considered the plants conspecific with P. balcanica. After more careful
analysis, Tammaro and Pace, recognized P.
fiorii as a species. Among the macroscopic
characteristics that distinguish it from P.
balcanica there is the color of the flower
(uniform dark purple versus violet and
white in P. balcanica), the shape of
the calyx the proportions of the
capsule with respect to the calyx
(in P. fiorii capsule barely come
out from the calyx).

P. fiorii, photo of the capsule
G. Pandeli (mid June 2011)

Distribution and habitat
Endemic to the Maiella
massif, it grows at altitudes
between 750 and 2400 m a.s.l.,
on shady dripping walls in beech
woods at lower altitudes and on Alpine
rocky soils at higher altitudes.
Phenology
It is a perennial species that indicatively
vegetates from April to August, it flowers
from May to July, depending on the the
altitude. From September to March, to
overcome the winter, it enter dormancy
producing ibernacula.
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P. fiorii
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Description
The rosette, adpressed to the ground, is made up of 6-8 yellowish-green obovate-oblong leaves,
up to 3.6 cm long and up to 1.6 cm wide, with involute margins. It produces 1-2 flower scapes,
up to 7.5 cm long, green and verging to violet near the flower.
The flower, up to 2.7 cm long (including spur) is dark purple. The upper lobes are oblongobovate with a truncated tip, the lower ones are longer (up to 7.5 mm) than wide (up to 5.5
mm) with the median lobe larger than lateral ones and it is often emarginate. The lobes are not
overlapping. The dark purple throat has thick white hairs. The spur, up to 7.5 mm long, is straight
or slightly curved downwards and has a softer color than the corolla. Capsule is ovoid and seeds
are elliptic seeds with reticolate surface.
Casper & Stimper (2009) recise the chromosomal number to 2n = 64 (in the original publication was reported 2n = 32).
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In the afternoon, after the end of the excursion in search of Fiori’s butterwortf, we
drive north-west toward l’Aquila. We drive
up and down the winding roads under a sky
the colour of lead, growing gloomier by the
minute. After a while the road leads us over
a pass and down through a nice upland (we
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are still above 1000 meters of altitude). The
weather on this side is much more benevolent and it opens up to the golden rays of the
late afternoon’s sun making this green plane
cut by small silver streams even prettier. In
front of us we can now see the limestone
summit of the Corno Grande.
We are on the Altopiano delle Rocche,
right in the center of the regional park of Si-

rente Velino. As the reader might have guessed, I am not dwelling on the description of
this place just for my personal topographic
or aesthetic pleasure, instead I want to introduce a new rare and precious botanic entity:
Pinguicula vulgaris subsp. vestina.
It won’t be easy to find this plant: on
the upland it only seems to be growing on
the banks of a small lake, almost as big as a

puddle. We are following the directions we
got from Giulio Pandeli and Emilio Paoletti
who visited this place a couple of years ago
and yet, for the best part of half hour, we
can’t find the mysterious lake. We have got
an image printed from Google Earth where
we can confusedly notice some small water
bodies but on this flat pasture even someone
as tall as Saroldi isn’t tall enough to spot these ponds in the grass. So we try to spot from
afar some marsh vegetation denouncing a
humid area. With this system we explore a
couple of ponds that look like they developed on the holes left by a sand or clay quarry, but their banks looks nothing like the
propitious habitat for the lentibulariacee.
But, where are we now exactly? There is no
recognisable element of this landscape and
map is anything but clear. We try to connect
to Google Earth to get a better look but on
these upland the signal is often breaking.
We have no other choice than to call Emilio to ask for some step by step guidance to
the pond, which we follow diligently.
By doing so, in about 10 minutes, we are
finally able to find it. In a sort of marshy plane full of snakeweed’s flowers, daodils and
orchids typical of the swamps (Dactylorhizs
incarnata; D. incarnata × D. maculata
subsp. saccifera), there’s a depression in the
ground where we find a small pond with
grassy banks: here, finally, we spot the Vestini’s butterwort.

On background the habitat of P. vulgaris subsp. vestina;
in the boxes, from the top in an anti-clockwise direction:
bistorte,
Dactylorhiza
incarnata, narcissi
AIPC
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The plants here are really just a few: in
total we count around ten plants. We can’t
avoid thinking that it would only take a
drier summer or literally just one horse
pasturing free to determine these plant’s
complete extinction.
A couple of these plants are blossomed.
The flowers are, in shape, exactly the same as
the typical P. vulgaris but these differentiate
for their lighter colour moving from a light
violet of the tube and the spur to an almost
white on the lobes of the lower lip of the corolla, almost like it happens, for those who
know it, on the P. vulgaris f. bicolor.
On one specimen we observed a small
ovoidal fruit still in its forming phase.

We cross our fingers: let us hope that all
those seeds growing inside that fruit will
become, in the next few years, hundreds
of new plants boosting the number of butterworts in this plane!
Once we are satisfied of this stop we get
back on our brave Fiat car and we quickly
descend to the plane where l’Aquila sits.
In the reddish light of the twilight l’Aquila
materialised suddenly in front of us looking
like a weird towered medieval town. Those
high structures dominating the skyline of
the city aren’t in fact tower houses or bell towers but the long arms of the metallic cranes
waiting to rebuild the city center destroyed
by the earthquake in 2009.

Pinguicula vulgaris subsp.
vestina
F. Conti & Peruzzi
This subspecies of P. vulgaris was published
by Fabio Conti and Lorenzo Peruzzi in 2006
on “Annales Botanici Fennici”. The subspecific epithet refers to the ancient Italic people
called Vestini that lived in Gran Sasso area.
The main macroscopic feature that distinguishes it from the nominal species P. vulgaris,
is the colour of the corolla with a very light
lower lip with a yellowish longitudinal stripe;
moreover, the lobes of the upper lip are
wider than long and lower median
lobe is shorter. It is similar for
coloration of the flower to
P. vulgaris subsp. ernica,
but it differs from the
latter for the size of the
corolla, usually greater,
for its shape that appears more closed (angle
of ca. 30-80° between
lower and upper lip),
for
the elliptic seeds and for the
longer calyx (up to 3.8 mm) with an often
bifid upper central lobe.
Distribution and habitat
Endemic to Gran Sasso and to Altopiano
delle Rocche, it grows in humid meadows on
calcareous substrate. Particularly in danger
is a small population of the Altopiano delle
Rocche where few specimens grow on the
edge of a small pond.
Phenology
It is a perennial plant that vegetates approximately from May to August, it flowers
from June and July. It overcomes the winter
producing hibernacula.

P. vulgaris subsp. vestina
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P. vulgaris subsp. vestina

Description
The rosette, adpressed to the ground, is made up of 6-7 yellowish-green obovate-oblong
leaves, up to 5.8 cm long and up to 2.4 cm wide, with more or less involute margins. It
produces up to 3 floral scapes, each carrying a flore up to 2.3 cm long (including spur).
The corolla is light violet, the lower lip is pinkish-white with white hairs and a longitudinal
yellowish stripe. The lobes of the upper lip are wider and longer (up to 5.2 x 4 mm); the larger lower lip has a median lobe up to 6 mm long. The lobes are not overlapping. Light with
hairs are present on the throats. The spur, up to 6.5 mm long, is slightly curved downwards
and has at the bottom and has the same violet color as the corolla. Capsule is ovoid and
seeds are elliptic.
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Today, since it’s a beautiful sunny day,
we leave l’Aquila early in the morning, we’ll
have some other chance to visit this beautiful hurting city, instead we are going on the
Gran Sasso.
As you might know the Gran Sasso is the
highest peak of the Apennines with an hight
of almost 3000 meters. On it slopes it hosts
the southernmost perennial snowfields in
Europe. An environment so extraordinary as this one is home to a rich flora and
fauna protected by the establishment of the
National Park since 1991; in its territory,
for our part, there must be some stations
of P. vulgaris and P. vulgaris subsp. vestina;
but today we will just have the traditional
mountain hike to Campo Imperatore. We
quickly ascend the southern slopes of the
mountain on a wide and smooth road (finally some asphalt) and quickly we find ourselves among alpine pastures where we stop to
enjoy the beauty of the landscape and the
extraordinary exuberance of the spring blossoms: purplish bellflowers, pinkish labiatae,
golden compositae, ivory pansys, anthropomorphic orchids (Orchis militaris), but most

of all it’s the unrivalled blue of the gentianas
that high-handedly catches our attention.
We reach Campo Imperatore: a long
upland originally carved by a glacier, at
about1800mosl and surrounded by the
rocky summits of the massif. The plane is
crossed by streams and dotted by ponds and
small lakes that attract Mau and me more
than the honey attracts a bear.
We explore two or three of these small
lakes just to be certain but those banks are
clearly too eutrophic for butterworts and
even those floating plants with lanciniato leaves aren’t bladderworts but common water
crow-foots.
After exploring the valley floor vegetation we decide to continue our ascent to
2130mosl to reach the famous hotel that
in 1943 became prison to an Italian leader
during the declining phase of his career. We
observe the rationalist structure of the building, with its typical 30’s style, even if it has
been altered by later enlargements. Quite
soon we start exploring the surroundings
directing our noses to the ground. At this
height the pastures are leaving ground to
gravel fields where the plants have adapted
to this environment growing as short and

Water buttercup
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Dactylorhiza sambucina with violet flowers

Dactylorhiza sambucina with jellow flowers

Nontiscordardimé
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Bellflowers

Sempervivum aracnoideum
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Orchis militaris

Gentian

Cynoglossum magellense

compact cushions and covering themselves in soft down against the UV rays and
draught. One for all, Leontopodium nivale,
the famous and rare edelweiss of the Apennines. This flower should be present here but
we don’t go looking for it being now way too
early for its blossoming. Anyway, there are
many other interesting plants to be observed
here, like that weird boraginacea, covered of
white down and with petals the colour of the
liver (Cynoglossum magellense). Furthermore
all those plants nested between the rocks
who create prestigious ikebana: anemones,
sedum, Sempervivum aracnoideum that
used to be categorized under the protocarnivorous plants in old encyclopaedias, and
again the sky-like blue dwarf forget-me-not,
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Neotinea tridentata

yellow and purple Dactylorhiza sambucina,
heliantems, gentianas….
Now we need to press on, there’s a lot of
road still to cover: in the afternoon we planned to visit the Campotosto lake where we
know there’s a station of the P. vulgaris and,
according to some voices we heard, some
kind of bladderwort.
Before coming back down to a lower
height we backtrack on the only road crossing the Campo Imperatore plane, apparently converging together with the horizon
line to a point to the infinite; I don’t know
what Mau is thinking right now but, to me,
this scenery, basic to the point of abstraction, looks like it’s somewhere else, very very
far away.

Early afternoon: we drove for 50km
on winding and lonely roads, on ups and
downs, through luminous pastures, dark
woods, rocky slopes and avoiding big herbivores in their semi-wild state. We stopped
here and there for photos to the omnipresent orchids (Anacamptis morio, Neotinea
tridentata, Gymnadenia conopsea). At a
crossroad down in the valley, Mau stops the
car on the edge of the road to allow me to
check the road on the map. Let’s see…
But all of a sudden Mau says: “Who’s
that?”
I look up from the map, turn around

slowly towards the open window: a whitefurred magalocephalus has materialised one
foot away from my face and is looking inside the car cockpit like the T-Rex of Jurassic
Park.
At the crossroad we followed the right
direction and we reached finally the edge of
the great artificial lake of Campotosto.
As you imagined, since I’m still writing,
the humongous Abruzzi sheepdog didn’t
bite my face off, we are not sure if it’s because of his good heart or thanks to Maurizio’s
fast reaction in closing the car window and
driving away...
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P. vulgaris subsp. vulgaris

The road continues along the border of
the lake and, whenever we find a good spot
along it, we stop briefly to look around.
After only about 15km we see a lake habitat
that looks more natural. When we find
a creek that flows into the lake we understand that this is the right place to start our
exploration at. We grab our cameras and
when we notice some sheep grazing on a
small terrace, we decide to bring with us the
anti-aggression pepper spray (for the curious
reader the spray was originally intended to
avoid any close encounter of the third kind
with a killer grizzly bear, now it reveals its
usefulness, not to defend ourselves against
the harmless sheep but rather against the
territorial and protective sheepdogs!). So,
armed with our cameras and pepper spray
we begin our exploration of the humid
grassland along the creek.
This afternoon we are really lucky, especially compared to yesterday: we don’t have
to look for very long before finding the first
butterworts. This population is very large
and looks really healthy: enjoing a spot in
full sunlight the plants present the typical
yellowish/green rosettes with sharply involute edges and in full bloom (even if some
plants is already forming the capsules).
Lost in this feast of leaves and flowers we
dawdle crouching on the grass to observe
and photograph the plants hoping that
this surviving corner of humid habitat (the
construction of the big lake in the ‘30s led
to the destruction of wide peat bogs there) is
protected from grazing and other activities
which are incompatible with the survival of
the butterworts. Luckly it doesn’t seem like
there’s any immediate threat to the plants.
Like it was a joke all of a sudden the sheep start going down from their terrace and
move towards us. As foretold right after the
sheep arrives a huge white dog with its ears
and tail up straight; he looks at us alarmed.
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P. vulgaris subsp. vulgaris
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The dog barks drily to warn us but luckily
the shepherd calls back Cujo. Luckily for
the butterworts the sheep gets diverted and
therefore the plants are safe.
When sheep, dog and shepherd are definitely gone, we decide to cross the creek to
explore the marshy area toward the lake to
see if we find the mythical bladderwort. We
search for a while in the still waters of the
creek’s mouth finding only some myriofyllum. Then the weather seems to tell us it’s

time to give up: it starts raining.
We say our farewell to Campotosto and
we resume our journey.
We point the bow of our car again towards
the Gran Sasso; this time our destination is
on the Adriatic side of the mountain range.
Tonight we’ll sleep in a little town decorated
by murals, in the Teramo province: Azzinano. Tomorrow we will go for a long excursion on the mountains looking for a new
station of Pinguicula vulgaris subsp. vestina.
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Pinguicula vulgaris subsp.
vulgaris L.
This species was published by Linnaeus
in 1753 and it was the first species of the
genus Pinguicula to be described. The specific epithet comes from the Latin “vulgaris”
wich means “common”, to indicate that
this species is very frequent, in fact
it has the widest distribution area
within the genus, which covers
practically the whole temperate area of the northern hemisphere. Its diversity center
is probably identifiable in the
extreme northern Italy and, more
generally, in the Alps; here, P. vulgaris
has extremely variable characters and so it
has been often confused with other taxa, in
particular with P. leptoceras from which it
is easily distinguished thanks to its corolla
lower lobes, oblong and divergent suborbicular and overlapping in P. leptoceras).
Distribution and habitat
It has a circumboreal
distribution wich covers
almost all the temperate area
of the northern hemisphere where
it grows from sea level up to 2600 m a.s.l.
It grows in a multitude of habitats, from
those with acidic substrate to limestone
ones, in swamps, near the banks of streams,
on wet meadows, in peat bogs.
In Italy it is present throughout the Alps,
but it is also found along the Apennine
down to Abruzzo.
Phenology
It is a perennial plant that, obviously
depending on the latitude and altitude of
growth, can vegetate approximately from
April to September and flore from May to
August (from May to June the populations
from Abruzzo). It overcomes the winter
producing hibernacula.
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Description
The rosette, adpressed to the ground, is made up of 4-11 leaves of yellowish-green to
reddish-green, obovate, oblong or elliptic, very variable in size depending on the population
(1.5-5 cm long up to 9 cm and 1-2.4 cm wide up to 2.7 cm) with involute margins. It
produces 1-8 floral scapes 6-8 cm high up to 27 cm, green and verging to violet near the
flower. The flower, 1.5-2.2 cm long up to 3.2 cm, is violet. The upper lobes of the corolla
are oblong-obovate with rounded to truncated tip, the lower ones are longer (up to 7.5 mm)
than wide (up to 6.5 mm) with the central one slightly larger and white in the upper part
(near the throat); the white colur usually extends also to the lateral lobes, creating the effect
of a white crown on the palate, on which there are also white hairs. The spur is violet, 2-6
mm long up to 10 mm, usually slightly curved downwards, and sometimes it has a slightly
bifid tip. The capsule, usually pyriform, can also be ovoidal; the seeds can be from ovoid to
ellipsoidal with a reticulated surface. Chromosomal number 2n = 64.
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It’s raining!
This morning we can’t even see the peaks
of the mountains behind threatening dark
clouds. Not having exact coordinates we
agree that with this weather a blind excursion would only be a west of time and
energy.
We decide to abort the plan. The weather
forecasts are predicting bad weather for the
whole day of today and tomorrow so we

decide to end here the carnivorous vacation
but not before a quick stop at l’Aquila.
We take the highway through the Gran
Sasso Tunnel (meetind a mysterious reserved exit for neutrinos hunters right in the
middle of the mountain’s belly) and after ten
kilometres we reach the plane of l’Aquila.
We reach the city center, still under reconstruction after all these years from the
earthquake.
We visit the basilica of Collemaggio
(where an old acquaintance, Pietro da Mor-

rone, was coronated Pope): the facade, like
an old medieval fabric, seems undamaged
but getting closer we realise that inside the
church is a forest of metallic pipes and that
the roof has partially collapsed. What a
disaster! We continue toward the historical
part of the town.
Here the sight is dramatic: the streets
are shored up, the houses are hooded with
metallic shells and we see no inhabitants,
in the streets and squares only an army of
construction workers.
The S. Bernardino Basilica luckily has
preserved its nave but the facade in Michelangelo’s style seems out of contest against a
backdrop of cranes and scaffoldings.
To see these antique monuments in this
state of destruction is deeply saddening but
what affected us the most is to see the window of an abandoned shop where everyday
objects, covered in dust, untouched since

the day of the earthquake, looks like a fatal
still frame of the tragedy.
With the sadness of these images in our
eyes we have to leave. While we exit this
beautiful city we wish it will soon get back
on its feet, we hope its exiled inhabitants
will come back to it. We like to remember
Buccio di Ranallo’s words about l’Aquila
construction in the XIV sec “Let’s make it
a beautiful city so that no other in the kingdom will compete with it”.
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